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Fingerprints and Fime minimize time to market for biometric payment cards
with Mastercard® approval of T-Shape 2 sensor module
Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints™) and Fime have collaborated to achieve compliance with Mastercard’s
Reference Specifications for Fingerprints’ latest T-Shape® sensor module and software platform for biometric
payment cards. Proactively securing this approval brings widespread deployments even closer as it simplifies the
approval process for card manufacturers. Card manufacturers of all sizes can now benefit from saving time and
money when launching and scaling biometric card projects.

“This is a very important achievement,” comments Michel Roig, SVP Business Line Payments at Fingerprints. “We
are dedicated to ensuring the quality performance, security and user experience of our technology and are
working hand-in-hand with the payments industry to simplify the path to further commercial launches like we’re
seeing in France. We’ve seen a spike in contactless adoption over the past year, with hygiene front of
consumers’ minds. Fingerprint payment cards have a big role to play in fast, frictionless and safe in-store
payments.”
Working closely with Fime’s consultants and testing experts, the testing was performed in line with Mastercard’s
Biometric Evaluation Plan Summary (BEPS) specifications. The approval validates the performance and
presentation attack detection security features to ensure a secure, private and optimized user experience for
cardholders.
“As the first approval of its kind, Fime and Fingerprints are pushing both the biometrics and payments industries
forward,” comments Stéphanie El Rhomri, Vice President of Testing Services at Fime. “Throughout projects like
this, our consultants and testing teams work to refine technologies, tailor test plans and solve challenges to
optimize for success. Biometrics is the answer to a smooth user experience without compromising on security.
Consumers can now use biometrics more in-store, strengthening security while simplifying the payment
experience.”
The second-generation T-Shape technology combines extensive R&D investment with key learnings from
successful market pilots and commercial rollouts. It delivers increased performance and power efficiency,
enabling the most cost-effective biometric payment cards to be produced and integrated using standard
manufacturing processes.
For more information about Fingerprints’ payment solutions or Fime’s biometric consultancy and testing
services.
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About Fingerprints
Fingerprint Cards AB (Fingerprints) – the world’s leading biometrics company, with its roots in Sweden. We believe in a
secure and seamless universe, where you are the key to everything. Our solutions are found in hundreds of millions of
devices and applications, and are used billions of times every day, providing safe and convenient identification and
authentication with a human touch. For more information visit our website, read our blog, and follow us on Twitter.
Fingerprints is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (FING B).
About Fime
Fime enables its clients to create and launch trusted and secure solutions with consulting and testing services in payments,
smart mobility, biometrics, authentication and open banking. It offers global cross-industry perspective, local insight, and
unique heritage in testing and certification. Fime’s consultants provide transformative business expertise, partnering with
organizations worldwide to define, design, deliver and test their products and services.
With 400+ experts around the world, Fime works strategically to help its clients turn ideas into reality, swiftly take products
to market, and achieve competitive advantage. Working together, Fime turns powerful innovations into the future of trusted
transactions.
Making innovation possible.
www.fime.com | Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | YouTube
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